Hank Jr. Canister Vac

Introducing Hank Jr. - Pullman-Holt’s smallest canister vacuum designed to outperform and outlast competitive vacuums in its class. Hank Jr. has the pick-up power and performance for both commercial or domestic applications. A 1,200 watt, dual stage vacuum motor and extra large microfiber cloth filter bag, ensures maximum airflow for extra long work periods without stopping. Interruptions are also avoided via a 40-foot power cord, allowing you to work wide areas without changing outlets. A built-in cord reel allows you to just pull out the length of cord you need for the job and easily retracts by hand and stores inside motor head when you are done. A complete set of tools for above floor cleaning are also close-at-hand, when you need them, via an onboard tool caddy.

Specifications
Model: Hank Jr.
Product code: B100500
Capacity: 4-gallon (dry)
Waterlift: 118 inches
CFM: 80
Motor: 1,200 watt, dual stage, commercial grade motor
Filtration: Large capacity disposable paper bag (primary) long-life microfiber cloth filter bag (secondary)
Cord: 40-foot

- 1.25” x 8’ hose
- Dusting tool
- Upholstery tool
- Tool adapter
- Chrome Steel Wand
- Crevice tool
- Two-way floor tool
Hank Jr. Canister Vacuum

Features:

- Two-way floor tool
- Upholstery nozzle
- Full swivel casters
- Lift Handle
- Cord rewind knob
- Chrome steel wand
- On / Off switch
- Microfiber cloth filter
- Disposable paper filter bag
- HEPA exhaust filter
- Large rear wheel
- Tool adaptor
- Onboard tool holder
- 40’ power cord
- Tank clamps
- Crevice tool
- Hose 1.25” x 8’
- Tool adaptor
- Dusting tool